
FIGURINE COLLECTION

Height:
9.8 cm approx.

Figures may differ from those shown. Not suitable for children under 14 years old. The publisher reserves the right to change the order of publications or to discontinue the collection.

 Collect exclusive figures from the Street Fighter saga in this fantastic series, featuring all the key characters  
from the legendary videogame! The heroes and villains from the first Street Fighter games are joined by new  

faces from the latest versions. Each figure has been developed in collaboration with Capcom.

Height:
10 cm approx.

In Street Fighter 
Alpha, Cammy was 
part of M. Bison’s 

special guard.

Height:
10 cm approx.

A young Ken  
strikes his classic 

victory pose. 
Chun Li, about to 
deliver one of her 

famous lethal kicks.

Height:
10 cm approx.

Get Ryu in this 
classic pose, 

tying his white 
ribbon. 

Street Fighter Alpha was set before Street Fighter II, and featured 
younger versions of the protagonists. New characters from the  
Alpha series, including Dan, Rose, R. Mika and Sakura, returned  

in later versions of the saga.

The most recent instalment, Street Fighter V,  
gave a new look to the classic characters and 

introduced new fighters such as Rashid, 
Necalli, Laura and F.A.N.G.

Street Fighter IV  featured an amazing  
cast of more than 40 characters, bringing 
back fighters from previous versions, with 
some new faces including C. Viper, Abel,  
Juri, El Fuerte and Seth.

As well as the classic Street Fighter II heroes and villains, this exclusive and original collection brings together 
characters from other editions of Street Fighter to thrill the most demanding fans of the saga.

ENCOUNTER ALL THESE AMAZING CHARACTERS!

High-quality 
figures 

Between9 and 14 cm high

Detailed
hand-painted

characters 

Expertly sculpted to capture every detail

Authentic  

finishes

A DEFINITIVE HISTORY OF THE  
ICONIC VIDEOGAME

COLLECT THE CHARACTERS OF THE STREET FIGHTER SAGA

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF FIGURES!

Discover the story of Capcom and their legendary videogames, as well as the lives and 
techniques of their unforgettable Street Fighter characters. Relive every step of the saga that 

revolutionized the world of videogaming!

AND DISCOVER THE SECRETS OF THE MOST CHARISMATIC FIGHTERS IN VIDEOGAME HISTORY!

TECHNIQUES AND ABILITIES 
In each magazine, you’ll learn the different 

fighting styles used in the games. Each 
character has their own main techniques, 
with destructive combos and other moves 

that make them unique in battle. Relive the 
thrill of the first Hadoken, Shoryuken and 

Hyakuretsukyaku... The fight is on!

The Street Fighter  
saga -  the adventures 

of Ryu, his friends 
and rivals - marked 

a new frontier in the 
world of videogame 

entertainment.

Rediscover the epic 
series created by  

Capcom in this superb
figure collection.

Charismatic fighters, 
fearsome enemies, and  
unstoppable techniques 
make these legendary 
videogames an intense 

and unforgettable 
experience.

Since Street Fighter 
first hit arcades in 1987 

and the release of Street 
Fighter II in 1991, there 
have been numerous 

official games, spinoffs, 
crossovers, films, 

manga and television 
series that continue to 

delight fans. © CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 2021 / ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Characters  
Discover everything you need to know 

about each Street Fighter character: their 
personality and history, plus biographical 

details, classic quotes, highlights and game 
development. Good or evil, friend or rival,  
you’ll discover the stories that unite them  

and define the saga.

AN ACTION-PACKED 
POSTER IN EVERY ISSUE!

THE LEGEND

OF STREET FIGHTER 

We examine every version 

of the video game, including 

adaptations into other formats 

and related products. Find out 

how the Street Fighter saga 

revolutionized video games 

and why it has fascinated 

generations of fans.

THESE ARE YOUR SPECTACULAR GIFTS
Four exclusive figures of iconic characters of the saga, 

inspired by their appearances in the Street Fighter Alpha series.

In the event that any of these gifts are unavailable or there are circumstances beyond the control of the publisher, the gifts will be replaced by another item of equal or higher value.
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